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1. INTRODUCTION 
III the well-known book Time series analysis, forecasting and control the authors 
Box and JENKINS introduced a special non-stationary, model for discrete random 
processes. At the beginning, we shall describe shortly the Box-Jenkins approach. 
Further, we shall show that there is an inaccuracy in their theory, and a modified 
model will be described. Then we shall concentrate our attention to a problem arising 
when the best extrapolation is evaluated. 
Let {Zj be a discrete random process. Define an operator B by BZt = Z,-!. 
Then fi is called a backward operator. Suppose that {at} is a white noise. Let {Zj 
satisfy the condition 
(1) <p{B)Zt = 0{B)at 
where 
(p(B) = 1 - (pxB - ... - (ppB
p, 0(B) = 1 - OxB - ... - 0qB
q. 
If all the roots of the polynomial (p(B) have their absolute values smaller than 1, 
then (p(B) is called a stationary operator. In this case we say that {Zj is an ARMA 
process (autoregressive moving average process). 
Box and Jenkins investigated in [2] a model 
(2) (p(B)(l-B)dZt=Q(B)at 
where (p(B) is a stationary operator. In this case {Zj is called an ARIMA process 
(autoregressive integrated moving average process). 
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Let us suppose for a moment that the random variables at9at-l9... are known. 
We are looking for the best estimate (or for the "best extrapolation") of the variable 
Zr+a, when the estimate is based on at9 at„l9.... We restrict ourselves to linear 
00 
estimates which have the form £ ckat-k. We say that 2t(g) is the best linear extra-
polation of Zt+g if
 fcss° 
E[tt(g) - Z,+ , ]
2
 = E\Zt(g) - Z,+ ,]
2 12 
where both Zt(g) and 2t(g) are of the type £ ckat^k. 
*=o 
Let us suppose that there exists such a polynomial Y(B) = 1 + WXB + T2B
2 + ... 
that 
(3) Z f-y( .B)a f-a f + fa f . I y l 
i==l 
holds for every integer f. 
Under these assumptions, Box and Jenkins proved that the best linear extrapola-
tion is 
(4) 2,(<7)= V . + > f+ i« f - i+ - - . -
Formula (2) implies 
<p(£)(l -£)'<?(£) = 0(5) 
and it is easy to find the coefficients Wu *F29... of the polynomial *P(B). Also the 
problem of extrapolation is solved in this way. 
The basic problem, however, is that the series 
00 
*«1 
may not converge, as we can see from the following simple example. If q>(B) = 1 = 
« 0(B), d = 1, then 
( l - £ ) Z , = a, 
and we have 
00 
Zt =.a, + Zt-t = ... = £
a r - i -
i-=l 
Since at9at-l9... are independent random variables with the same positive 
00 
variance, the sum £ at^t does not exist. 
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2. A MODIFIED MODEL 
To avoid the problems mentioned above we shall assume that the process {Zj 
just starts at a fixed moment, say at t = 1. 
Let the random variables Zl9..., Zp and ap_€+1,..., ap9... be given. Then it is 
possible to define Zt for t > p by a formula 
(5) <p(B)Zt = 0(B)at 
recurrently. The symbols {a j , {Zj, <p(B), 0(B) are the same as in (\)9 but this time 
we put no condition on the polynomial <p(B). 
Inserting t + 1 instead of t we get 
(6) Zt+1 = c^Z, + op2Zt„1 + ... + <Pp
Zt-P+i + ®(5) a* • 
This formula enables us to express Zp+fl in terms of Zl9..., Zp and ar. First, we 
can see that 
Zp+g = <p1Zp+g.1 + ... + (ppZ0 + 0(B)ap+g . 
After # steps we have the wanted formula. 
If we denote (after k steps) 
ZP+9 = P*Z,+f-* + ... + P*+ , - iZ f-k + 1 + <9(B)F
k(B)ap+, 
then after inserting for ^Z p + g _ k from (6) we get 
ZP + Q = (<?*<? 1 + <Pk+l)Zp + g-k-l + . . . + (<pkk<PP-l + <P
kp + k-l)Zg-k+l + 
+ p f c V * + ®(B) [<PkkBk + **(*)] « , + i • 
Put (p] = 0 for i < fc and for i — fc ̂  p. 
Comparing these formulas we see that 
(7) <pki + 1 = <pkk<Pi-k + 9? 
for j = k + 1,..., k + p and 
(8) F*+1(B) = <p£Bk + Fk(B) = . . . = £ <pJB< 
i = 0 
where (po* = 1, <pj = <p(. 
After the g-th step we come to 
(9) Zp+g = <p<gZp + ... + < + p . 1 Z 1 + 0(B) F*(B) ap+g 
where <pf and F0(B) are defined recurrently in (7) and (8). 
Now, we shall investigate how to express Zp+N + T in the form 
(10) ZP+N+T = L1(Zl9 ...9Zp+N) + L2(ap„q+l9...9ap..l9ap) + 
+ -^3(ap+.v+i> •••> ap+iV+r) > 
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where Li9 L2, L3 denote linear combinations of the members written in the brackets. 
Inserting p + N and T instead of p and q we get 
(11) Zp+N+T = <pTZp+N + ... + <PT+P-\ZN+\ + S(B)ap+N + T 
where 
0(B)Z<p\Bl = S(B) = 1 - SlB - ... - s ^ . ^
7 - " 1 . 
i -0 
If we denote 
(12) -4 = Srap+N + 5 r + i a p + N - i + ••• + sq+r-i^p+N-ci + i 
then 
-5(B)ap+iv+T = ap+iV + - — ... — sr_1ap+i^+1 — A. 
To get Zp+N+T in the form (10) we must decompose ap+N9..., ap+1 (i.e., the 
expressions in Al for N *_ g) into terms containing Zu ..., Zp+iV and ap_a+1,..., ap. 
The fundamental formula (5) yields easily 
at+i = 0xat + ... + <9,.a,_f+1 + 9(B) Z f+1 . 
Put 0Q = 1 and define 6>f recurrently by 
(13) or1 «- ©:©.-. + 01 
where 0* = @|. Then for any positive integer g we have 
"(14) ap+g = <9*ap + ©;+!«!,-! + ... + ©•+,-!«,-,+-. + ^B)L'(l?)Z-+f 
where !?(£) = £ 6>j_.f. 
i«0 
Inserting (14) into (12) gives 
^ -qisT+i[0
N
NZ\ap + ... + ^ : ! + q _ 1 a p _ , + 1 + ^ ^ " ' ( l l ) £<ZP+N] . 
1-0 
Putting 
(15) -Tf-Z^r+iOSl i+i , 
*«o 
(16) DN(B) - d* + <*?* + .» + < + j r - iB»
+ w - 1 
= I>r+.<K*)-<""'(*)*'> .=0 
we can write 
(17) A = T»ap + 7?a,_, + ... + I* .*.,_,+. + D*(B) ZP+S . 
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According to (12), this implies 
(18) Zp+N+T = (<p
T
T + d




+ dNZN + ... + d
N
+N_tZt - T
Nap - T J V ! - ... - Tt
N„1ap.q+1 + 
+ ap + N + T ~~ slap + N + T-i ~* ••• "~ sT-lap + N+i • 
3. EXTRAPOLATION IN THE MODIFIED MODEL 
Suppose that the variables Zu ..., Zp+n and ap-q+1, ...,ap are known. Let aj be 
independent of Zt forj > i. For a given positive integer Twe are going to construct 
an extrapolation of Zp+N+T based on the values Zl9..., Zp+N and ap„q+1,..., ap. 
Denote 
(19) 2P+N(T) = z
NZp+N + z
NZp+N^ + ... + <+iV_1Z1 -
-TNn - - TN n 
10ap . . . iq^1ap_q+i , 
(20) ep+N\T) = ap+N+T — Siap+^+j-i — . . . — s--i
ap+N+i , 
where 
-" = 9r+i + dN for i = 0, . . . , p - 1, 
Zf = df for i = />,...,/>+ N- 1, 
and cpj, si9 T
N, DN are defined respectively in (7), (11), (15) and (16). 
Theorem 1. The variable 2p+N(T) is the best linear extrapolation for Zp+N+T 
based on the given Zt and at. 
Proof. Denote 
ZP+N(T) — z0Zp+N + ... + zp+N^1Zl — t0ap — ... — f^_1ap_€+1 
and put 
£ = (20 "" Z0)Zp + N + . . . + (Zp + jy-t — Zp + #_ 1 )Z 1 — 
- (To - *o)ap - ... - ( I* , . - f f _ ,> , - f + i . 
The variables L and ep+JV(T) are independent because as and Z£ are independent for 




E[ZP+N+T - Zp+N(T)Y = E[L + ep+N(T)Y « 2-X
2 + -fifo^T)]2 . 
This completes the proof. 
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The variable 2P+N(T) contains ap9ap-t9 ...9ap-q+t. However, the variables 
ap> ap„i9... are usually not known and, moreover, it is even hardly possible to derive 
any good estimates fof them. Under some assumptions concerning the roots of the 
polynomial 0(B) we prove that the influence of those variables rapidly decreases if 
the length of the realization grows. Usually, the variables ap-q+i9..., ap are neglected 
and we insert zeros instead of them. We shall show that this substitution does not 
influence the result too much if the number of the known variables Zt is sufficiently 
large. 
Theorem 2. If all the roots of the polynomial 0(B) are outside the unit circle, 
then 0N -> Ofor N -* oo, where 0N is defined in (13). 
Proof. According to (13) we have 
®N - 0%-\0i + » r a • 
Since 0) = 0 for I > j and for j — I ^ q9 we obtain 
(21) 
Denote 
. = 1 
0, 1, 0, 
0, 0, 1, 
. . . 0 
.., 0 
and introduce 
Formula (21) gives 
M = 
\0q, ©,_., 0 ,_ 2 0it 
rn = (©:,0:ti,...,0:tr-iy-
rn+1 - Mrn 
so that 
(22) r „ + 1 = MT. . 
It is well known that 
(23) |#M - Xl\ = (-1)*+2 kq 0(ljX) 
and we see that all the roots of the matrix M are smaller then 1 in absolute value. 
According to Perron's formula we get 
(24) flM-n <;£ \(xk)>lzkt\\ + ... + ± — {xkr
m"+l\\zkmj\ 
*-iL (n~mk + iy. "J 





X = max \Xk\, 
l£k£s 
m = max (mk — 1), 
l£fc£s 
(25) ||Z||=max(«Zkll + ... + «ZtmJ). 
Then from (24) we obtain 
Put 
fln = s | Z j | 1 U ^ _ 
(rc — m)! 
We see from (25) that 0 = X < 1. Then for any sufficiently small e > 0 we have 
X(l + e) < 1 
and for any n ^ n0 we have also 
m 
< e . 




(1 + s) X = A* . 
Then we see that 
(28) |ano+r |<|ano |(A*)'. 
Formulas (26), (28), (22) give 
< Я(l + в) < 1 . 
« У И 1 < Ű ^ N < ( ^ ( Я * ) П > Г.+i-AWi-
We see that 
(29) \e}+:\ s \\rn+1\\ g ||M1| IA1 < 1 ^ 1 W 
for j = 0, ...,$ - 1. 
We can choose such a small e that A* = X(l + e) is also smaller than 1. We see 
from (29) that 0% exponentially converges to zero. 
Theorem 3. If all the roots of 0(B) are outside the unit circle then T1} converges 
exponentially to zero for N -> oo. 
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Proof. From recurrent formula (13) we easily get 
(30) @NN+a = i © J : : ; : . © , . 
i--«+l 
Since 0JJ+JI{ converges exponentially to zero, we see that for any fixed a the 
coefficients 0N+a also converge exponentially to zero. As 
q~l 
1 j ~" L>ST+iuN-i+j > 
i=-0 
it is clear that T* also converges exponentially to zero. The proof is complete. 
4. MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL 
We have used a modified Box-Jenkins model for the scalar case. In this section 
we generalize the results to the vector case. 
Suppose that op_€+1 , . . . , ap9... and Z l t , . . . are fc-dimensional random vectors. 
We shall assume that 
Eat = 0 , var of -= A , 
cov (of, oy) = 0 for i 4= J , 
cov (ai9 Zj) = 0 for i > j . 
Define Zr(f ^ j?) recurrently by 
<p(B)Zt = 0(B)at 
where 
^(B) « | - ^ B - ... - ppB*, ©(B) = I - ©jB - ... - 0qB«, 
and ^|, 01 are matrices of the type (fc, fc). 
Let Jt be the set of the random vectors 
{zoZp+N + ... + zp+N-xZt - t0ap — ... - ff-i«F-f+i} 
where zk and fy are arbitrary real numbers. Let ZP+N(T) be a fixed element from ^T. 
If the difference 
var [Zp+N(T) ~ Zp+N+T] - var [ ^ ( T ) - Zp+N+r] 
is a positive semidefinite matrix for all ZP+^T) € Jt, we say that Ip+^T) is the best 
linear extrapolation for Zp+N+T. 
It is easy to see that 2P+wC
r) defined quite analogously as in (19) is the best linear 
extrapolation for Zp+N+r-
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Really, we have 
var [ZP+N(T) - Zp+N+T] = var ep+N(T) 
and 
var [Zp+N(T) - Zp+N+T] = var L + var ep+N(T) . 
It leads to the desirable result, since var L is always a positive semidefinite matrix. 
The influence of the random vectors ap,..., ap„q+1 on the ZP+N(T) can also be 
investigated in the same way as the scalar case. 
Theorem 4. If all the roots of the equation 
\0{B)\ = 0 
are outside the unit circle, then Tj -+ 0 for N -+ oo. 
Proof. Define 
10, I, 0, ..., 0 
M - • • 0 ' '• • - • 
\ev e<-u 0q-2,..., e,) 
The roots of the matrix M are identical with the roots of the polynomial 
K(x) = \lxq - 0tx
ql - ... - 0 , | = |x«0(l/x)| 
(see [1], p. 237). It implies that all the roots of the matrix M are inside the unit 
circle and thus 
Mn -+ 0 for n -> oo . 
Define 
1 n — V^ii) ^ n + U •••> ^ i i + q - i ; • 
We have 
rn+1 = MT . 
Because Mn -+ 0, also ©£ -> 0 for n -+ oo. Quite analogously as in the scalar case 
we can prove that T* -• 0. 
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